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We have an unrivalled stock of Kites, line, and ephemera. Our showroom (open every weekend 

and Bank Holiday from March-December) is situated high on the Malvern Hills and houses 
almost everything a kiteflyer could want. 

Why not visit us- you will be rewarded with a breathtaking view, and equally breathtaking 
climb. But we have our own kiteflyers cafe where you can be refreshed with a meal or a cream tea. 

Our mail order catalogue is free (SAE please) to K. O.N. members. it contains detailed information 
on all our main lines, with illustrations of over 45 kites. 



THE KITE SOCIETY 
31, Grange Road, llford , Essex IG1 1 EU 

Dear Reader 

This issue marks the fourth anniversary of the magazine. We have managed to 
survive this long and the membership is increasing all the time but the number 
of contributions are decreasing all the time. It must be something to do with 
the apathy that no one else has noticed. 

Next year looks to be quite an exciting year with lots of interesting things 
lined up for · the Kite Society. 
Early in the year is the Kite Society Easter Extravaganza at Blackheath.There 
are several ideas about including the possibility of a gathering on the 
Saturday. 
Moving on there is a possibility of a trip to China in May although we have no 
details yet. 
The Kite Society will again be organising a trip to the i nternational festival 
at Scheveningen in June and also to the third international Kite festival in 
Dieppe in September.Both trips will be along similar lines to those arranged 
before.If anyone is interested in going on either (or both> of these trips 
in order for us to get some idea of numbers would you please send us £5.00 
per person per trip along with the names of t hose wi shing to go. 

Also in September is the possibility of a Kite convention on the Isle of Wight 
more details as we get them. 

Quite a few of our members have expressed a wish for a Kite Society badge.We 
are therefore asking you the readers to design it.Send your ideas to the 
Editorial office at the above address. 

****************************************************************************** 

Membership to the Kite Society will be £3.00 per year for the U.K. £3.50 for 
Europe. The rest of te world £3.50 land mail and £5.00 air mai 1. PLEASE NOTE 
THAT ALL CHEQUES AND POSTAL ORDERS SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO THE KITE SOCIETY. 

For this members will receive four issues of Kitefliers Occasional Newsletter 
and a five percent discount at kite shops throughout the U.K. and Europe. 

Please send payment and correspondance to the above address 



LETTERS 
======= 
FROM HELEN BUSHELL. 

Thankyou for your continuing care in sending information to us in Australia. 
Our distances make us an isolated group and we rarely have contact with our 
counterparts in other states. However sometimes it occurs! Your kites in 
U.K. and elsewhere in Europe are getting bigger and more complicated and more 
beautiful every year. We are progressing too. We seem to have been into birds 
this year. I call it the Year of the Bird for Australia. We have had a few 
basketry birds fashioned from dried leaves and a wonder in electric blue 
feathers some 8ft wingspan and several delta variations in ripstop and cotton. 
I am sending you the Little Nipper who flew yesterday all by himself for an 
hour or so while tied to a hockey goal. This is the smallest of the trefoil 
birds and is in cotton with fibreglass members. When it is made in ripstop it 
has timber members and shorter wing spars to slow it down. I find it is 
impossible to transpose a kite from one material to another or one size to 
another without allowing adjustment of some other element as any change alters 
the speed of the kite. The way that the tail is fixed so that it flies above 
the kite and holds up the wings is crucial and follows experiments done on the 
crow that John Spendlove has. I am sending you this one with its members 
intact as I fear that your timber weight and fibreglass sizes might be too 
different from ours for you to be able to balance it. I hope the cross bar 
does not get broken. We have long tailed parakeets and seagulls also and they 
are quite popular with people who need a wall or ceiling hanging. 
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Our newsletter is very basic and I have been unable to produce any extra info
mation sheets lately as really new info is hard to dream up. The tapered rod 
on Nippers back will release if you put your thumb against its housing and 
squeeze the tube up then pull on the cross bar. if you just pull on a jamed 
cross bar it tends to stretch the housing making it smaller and thereby tighter. 
The taper solves this problem better than a narrower parallel diameter at the 
end. 

Good kiting to all you fellow flyes in the U.K. Hay the rain stop and the 
breezes loft your kites as high as you may fly after June 9th. 

FROH L.J.SYHONS. 
I see you are commenting on the few kite flyers at Festivals. Well in the past 
I have been to Old Warden twice once to be swamped out by a storm. Ive been to 
Weston Park once and once to Dieppe which ended my weeks holiday abroad but to 
travel from down here to everything is rather costly (oh Ive been to Black
heath once) especially as petrol keeps going up in price plus there is acco
mmodation to add to the expense 

I did promise Peter of Malvern Kites I would be at th Bath do but alas the 
weather cancelled that one for me. The Pari i ament Hi 11 do I felt that for only 
two afternoons and evenings there was not enough time for the journey involved 
also I had only a weeks notice of it so could not book up a hotel in time and 
at the height of the holiday season so did not bother with that one. I might 
add that I go for personal flyins at Winsford Hill on Exmoor. This entails 43 
miles there and back but I do have an ideal flying area so it is really worth 
going there. I sometimes have as many as nine kites up and anchored and make a 
l ot of friends. My latest being Germans who were here on holiday. 



LETTERS 
--------------
One thing I am not very happy with is when you go to some kite festivals you 
have to pay for admission to the ground i.e. Weston Park and indeed Old Warden 
as I feel that it is keen kite flyers who go there; who in turn as soon as 
their kites are in the sky bring the public in as there is nothing like kites 
to draw peoples interest. So I feel that as we are putting on a show we should 
at least be allowed free entry. Perhaps I am wrong but what do other members 
think. 

I also see in your letters column comments from E.J.Barton. Well first of all 
I would like to admit to being one of those fools who wears a KON badge. In 
fact I have even got one embroidered. I am sorry for Mr Barton as it seeas he 
has not yet found out about the simpler things in life. I expect that he is 
one of these transisterised people we see walking around with earphones on 
their own little radio; but as to the world around them completely oblivious. 
His comments on stunt kites makes me wonder if the stunt kite got the better 
of him as I have seen a few hopeless attmpts at flying them myself by other 
people. But we kitefliers have one thing that some other people forget and 
that is Patience and Perseverance. Perhaps Mr Barton ought to have another go 
and try. 

FROM TOM PRATT. 

I was happy to see the Scheveningen picture on the cover. May I congratulate 
you on the excellent reproduction. So often I have found that colour prints 
are very badly reproduced in monochrome. Also congratulations on the whole 
production especially the content. 

With regard to the e>:tra copies of the picture. I can supply 10 by 8 inch 
copies but they do cost rather a lot. Single copy £6.50. If several are 
required at one time they cost £4.00 each. Smaller prints are almost as 
expensive because they are done by hand and time is a factor 

FROM TONY CARTWRIGHT. 
Your last editorial referred to the drop in attendances at recent Kite events 
yet Old Warden showed that the flyers are still out there. Travelling cost; 
time; is the trend reverting back to the lone flyer doing his own thing? 
Whatever the reasons I feel confident that the interest in kiting is still on 
the increase. 

At the Cornish event held at Mullion a fellow camper was facinated by the 
display and after two days declared that he had designed a new kite. He is noW 
armed with the address of the Birmingham Kite Store for materials and a list 
of events. I look forward to seeing a new shape in the Old Warden sky. 

At the recent Huckleberrys event a kiteflyer from Edgware introduced himself. 
He became aware of the event after hearing the advert on Capital Radio. Much to 
my surprise he was unaware of any other events. Dont we take some things for 
granted. Now a KON member I look forward to meeting him again soon. 



LETTERS 
======= 
Next time whether at a festival or at your local flying field and you get into 
a conversatin with a passerby dont just generalise about kites: 
PR0t10TE your 1 ocal group. 
PR0t10TE your next event. 
PROt'IOTE your newsletter. 
PR0t10TE your local kite store. 

If they are visitors to your area offer to send information onto them. Iaagine 
if we all manage to bring or encourage one extra person each to visit an Old 
Warden festival or even your next fl yin what days they would be. 

FROM TONY -6ILLOTT. 

Having arrived back frOAl Peterborough and the S.O.K.F. meet rather wet and 
disappointed at the poor turnout - I suppose one could blame the weather and 
having nothing more important to do than read your latest KON I settled down 
to read it from cover to cover. 

I am in coaplete agreement with your rather nice cartoon drawing of two kites 
having a word with each other and saying uvou know the letters make it all 
worthwhile" - I laughed at that one! 

Another item that caught my attention; not because it was amusing quite the 
contrary in fact- rather pathetic I thought.It was the letter from E.J.Barton 
who co~lains of lack of enthusiasm among kiters and other numerous petty 
grievances that did not amuse the uionic Kiteflier". Among these petty 
grievances he tries to be dramatic in returning the KON badge quote Totally 
unused unquote and suggests you find some fool prepared to wear it in public. 
Right-ha you have found sa.ebody to wear it though fool I am not. Kindly 
forward the badge to me at the above address and I shall be wearing it at many 
meets in the future - and let poor E.J.Barton fly his kite in total solitude 
at his own chosen venue where if things go wrong he has only his own 
inaptitude to blame. 

I think you are both doing a good show with the newletter and I enjoy reading 
it - so keep up the good work and more power to your pen. 

FROtt 11AR6ERET GRESER. 

Finally the issue of KON that tells me how to get my hot air balloon in the 
air. I have been waiting. I enjoyed catching up on the news from England. 
I am just back from the Long Beach (Washington Coast> kitefly where Bill 
Tyrell and Tal Streeter tried to get the longest kite tail in the air. No luck 
and I thought their system much too complicated but I guess it was designed to 
work out difficulties from previous attempts. And the largest kite was rained 
out on Sunday so we saw absolutely nothing of it. But I met many old friends 
saw some fine kites both new and old and it was a generally profitable time. 



PHOTOGRAPHY FROM KITES 
====================== 

Host of us kitefly e r s fl y kites because it is fun. Sqn. Ldr.Don 
Dunford told me once th a t he ahva.y s qets n thrill ,,•hen he sees 
one of his creations soar i n t o the air.I can say that ! an 
passionately involve~ in kite f l y inq f or its own sake but there 
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are Mo!'lents v7henvJatchina soMe powerful ,efficient bea st, stationary 
in the sky ,that any c_:ood kiteflyer vlill know that soMething nore 
can bedone.Dirig ible kites are one development,another is to make 
the patient, cheap "sky hook '' of a traditional or modern lifter 
take sonething aloft.Ranners,parachutes 6r pyrotechnics are be
fittin~ the g reat art of kiteflyina as beheld froM theground; 
e qually appealinrr, hut perhaps less artful is the idea of extending 
one's senses into the air.Varinus scient i fi c instruMents have 
been t~ken alo~t an~ so has the rerote extension of the e ye,the 
canera. 

'!'o lift a camera Hit:h a kite is an obvious thina to cl.o hut not 
l"" any people seel"'. actuallv tn have Clone it.Perhaps this infreauency 
is due to the necessity o f havinq the three eleme~: s present before 
atter.p(; are made : skillen kitefl i ers,keen photographers and some 
fairly finite need or at least desire to achieve a particular result 
I an not sure whichof these prerequisites is the most important 
all are importantand in MY case it was the latter that prompted my 
: xperiments.Archaeoloqy ,to which I owe my living,is superbly 

documented by high anale or obliq ue air photographs and it was 
to achieve such a photograph of an archaeological excavation at 
Paphos in Cyprus that I first "fle~-v" a ca:rnera. 

At that time in the spring of 1971 I had been coMmissioned to 
develop a cheap balloon supported systeM derived from thework of 
Julian H . ~hittlesey in the united States.The s y stel"' was completely 
howe made incluning a fixed focus,4x5 inch canera utilizina a 
v i e w canera. lens and filr1 holders,trigqered by a clockwork timer 
The lift was to have been providedby an eight foot neoprene weather 
balloon tethered under a liaht cotton canopy but after nuch anxious 
waiting for sufficiently still air and two unsuccessful trails 
it was clear that the balloon was not the answer.For evening 
recreati on on that project I had Made and flown kites,the best of 
these beinq a graceful multi-winaed Rrogden type kite though it 
relien less on ~ihedral an<'l more on a vane for stabilization.It was 
a b ia,interestinq creature with fiahter-like perforMance with which 
I had thorouqhly exp lored the skies at Paphos;Iknew that there was 
plenty of the best sea breezes so it was easy to decide to construci 
a kite to succeen in the Photoaraphic mission where the balloon had 
failed.Returnina to basics I huilt a box k ite Made of paner and wnor 
which I knew wouln b~borinaly static in the air.The result was a 
nine foot" Flyinq Phone Rox",incredibly slu'?"c:rish in the air but it 
did its job on the first attenpt.Since that time there has beem 
much evolution in my systen.Realizing that kite photography was a 
serious business,I equipped myself with a Jalbert J 45 and on the 
advice of Julian Whittlesey,switched to a two line configuration 
for flyina;the ordinary kite tehher plus a secono "camera" line 
supportina the camera from a pulley fastened to the main tether 



PHOTOGRAPHY FROM KITES 
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at a safe distance below the Y.ite.I had also adapted a very simp l e 
model airplane radio control to trip the shutter. 

This more complicated system was not an instant success ,all so r ts 
of technical problems had to be solved,mostly to do with the handling 
of lines.On early flights in Syria I used a small,plastic-wheeled 
yacht pulley but I soon discovered that a pulley without a decent 
bearing is ~~$t not up to the job of repeatedly passing hundreds 
of feet of line , even under the seeJTlingly light loads.nn one of 
these flights the ~ulleyseize0 and the cai'1era could not be lowered 
to the ground so I ran with a snatch pulley along the Main tether 
bringing it and the caMera equipment to the ground. .l'li th all of the 
lines stretched over More than a •.housand feet throuoh an Arab 
village, I was very worried about the safety of the main tether so 
once the camera was detached I retreated with the snatch pulley 
towards the flying line point,allowing the kite to rise and take 
the lines safely off the ground.Unfortunately, a length of camera 
line hadcrossed the main tether which it somehow severed,perhaps 
9oo ft. below the kite.Ordinarily a Parafoil will collapse when 
deprived of load and fall in an ungainly heap but in this case 
there was sufficient weight of line below the kit~. to keep it 
flying.Caught in desert thermalsrthe kite soared in graceful circles 
to become a mere speck in the sky.Eventually it began to descend 
until the dangling line was hauled in by the pursuing car miles 
into the desert froM our Euphrates Valley site. 

In those days I was flyinq on a nai n tether of approximately 250 ib. 
test and on one occasion a knot failed where the line was attached 
to the Parafoil,almost instantly at the moment of launch.Suspecting 
this line of weakness,I stretched all 200 ft. of it across the h a ndy 
featureless desert and I found that with one end fastened to a c a r, 
three people tugging at the other end were unable tobtcak the line 
It seemed safe then to attach the airfoil and let it pivot up 
into flight on the full lengfu of line.I an sure now that this 
method of launch,due to forward airspeed of the airfoil,exaggerates 
the effect of the wind causinq an enormous pull on the t~ther 
because within seconds the line parted and later,Yrhen we were picking 
up the line we found it had broken in two places siMultaneously. 
Since then I have flown the J-45 on an approxiMately 650lb. line 
which was supplied to rn.e by Jalhert hiMself. 

A windlass to carry the nain tether or even the caMeraline must be 
very strong indeed.When any length of nylon line is wound in tension 
tpe cumulative crushing force is tremendous and I have any number 
of spools and winders buckle or distort giving out worrying splinter
ing noises.Luckily , none have suddenly failed but my current ones 
are made of birch plywood heavily reinforced and bolted,and are 
largeenough to handle the long lines without spilling,moving more 
than three feet of line per turn. 

If I have made a real contribution to kite photography (when you 
consider how much v1as done by our turn- of - the - century ancestors) 
it is the devloprnent of what I call the wino stabilized frame.The 
first of these was built of r-1ood in Syria in the Autumn of I972 and 
it achieved photoqraphs of. very e.ncourncrinq r.unlit:y. 
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It now consists of a vertical tube with the ca~era riainly mounted 
on its lower end which effectively a llows aravity to stabilize the 
camera in two dimensions. Stabilization in the th ~ ,, a nimension, 
rotation about the vertical axis,is achieve~ by attachina a vane 
to a horizontal tube attached to the vertical tube.I have gradually 
improved my camera mount fro~ si~ply heina a fixe~ vertical attach
ment to a fully adjustable bracket that allows the ca~era to be 
carefully orientated and levelled or pointed obliquely in any 
direction.Because the orientation of the frame is constant whether 
it is high or low and it is aerodynamically neutral and thus (in 
theory) s table, it reduces camera motion to a mini1·L~ : and greatly 
simplifies the problems of aiming, particularly for oblique shots. 
My design is purely intuitive: the vane bein~ an obvious means 
of achievinq rotational stability, the upper sail was a later 
addition when it was observed that rapic'l_ lateral vibrations were 
coming · down the line.I have discovered light aluninium electrical 
conduit for my present construction which is easy to make up and 
the joint can be unscrewed for easy transport. The frame gives 
plenty of hand holds for easy catchina an important factor if you 
fly a one-shot-at-a-ti:rn.e camera or even if you send up so:rrtethina 
more elaborate (for they all have to come down eventually.) 

Landing the camera,the critical moment for the kitephotographers 
is safe and easy on wide-open siteS where the camera windlass 
operator can see the position of the camera and therefore hold it 
off the ground until someone is there to catch it. Where there are 
obstacles preventing easy fie l din g and particularly if the windlass 
man cannot see the touch down point, it becomes much more difficult 
and a sianal man ~ust he emploved, I use flags hut walkie-talkies 
would be better. 

Image auality is e x tremely important in aerial photo~raphy for any 
aerial photograph will inevitably he scrutinized for fine detail. 
It is pointless, therefore, to send up a camera which will not 
produce a good crisp image at a fast shutter speed when focussed 
at infinity. Most ''snapshot" cameras and other cheapies (that you 
wouldn't mind losing) would probably produce a rather disappointing 
result so unfortunately , for serious work,a reasonable standard of 
camera must be used. View camera components offer theultimate and 
cheapest one-shot-at-a-time sol ution and kite builders with view 
camera experience will instantly see there is no difficulty in 
building a light, fixed-focus aero camera. Mine is in fact not 
completely fixed-focus,the front and back of the camera are separated 
by threaded rods and a sliding "bellows" which allows careful adjust
ment of the focus or even using lenses of different focal lengths 
within modest limits. 

Roll film or 35Mrn cameras obviously also have a place,particularly 
ones that can be motorize!~. I now sometimes fly an Olympus OM-I 
with the Olympus Motor Winder-1 which is particularly well suited 
to remote control use as there is a socket to simply plug in·a 
relay type of radio control receiver. 
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It is a great advantaae for vertical work,especially to be able to 
just push a button on the aroun~ for exposure after exposure with no 
need to lanC1. the carn.era in heh.,reen. For obliaue work it is not much 
of an advantage as the camera must be lowered perioctically anyway 
for adjusting the aiming.One is inclined to not land such a canera 
but to leave it up and hope for the best. Incorrect aiming or 
exposure will then waste many more exposures than the one-shot 
approach. 

Over the years I have built a variety of mechanical and electrical 
shutter release servos operated hy the original single channel 
radio but these are all terribly clumsy corrpared to direct electrkctl 
firinq from the radio control relay. One of these systems employed 
a mousetrap to push a cable release, the trap tripped by the rubber 
band escapement of the radio control system.. It worked very well for 
several years and was cheap and liqht. 

There is no doubt that the kite photography is a relatively easy 
reality and good results can regularly and safely be achieved by 
kite flying gadgeteers such as myself. I do not claim to have the 
final soloution and I certainly admit to being lucky in not (yet) 
having had an accident that wrote off an expensive camera. The 
critical skills lie in kite flying: the ability to judge the weather 
and to prudently fly only in good conditions with carefully considered 
equipment. 

There are many avenues for developT'"l.ent, one of the most interesting 
would be a return to "Le 'l'rolley Photographique" as illustrated in 
Count Geoffroy de Beauffort's article~ "Pictures from the Sky" in 
Vol.l,no 3 of European Kiteflier. '!'he much publicised Dunford 
flying machine system also has its applications though I dont 
regard it as being as well controlled or versatile as my system. 
Probably the camera stabilization is excellent and I believe it is 
the only systew that is actually marketed. 

There is,as Count de Beauffort says, a great deal of self satisfaction 
to be gained from developi.ng your own system. I personally feel 
that the modern kites such as the Jalbert parafoil,motor driven 
cameras and radio controls are tools to be used to achieve a credit·
able result. Havin~ embarked upon kite photography, the results 
are important and systems should be judged and. satisfaction derived 
from the results. Happily it is an area with much scope for 
individual skill and innovation and the finest equipment available 
today is not unaffordahle by the averaqe adult kiteflier. There are 
still plenty of thrills and satisfaction for anyone daring enough 
to fly a system that achieves pictures from the sky. 

R-ANDERSON 
========== 
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The following piece appeared in the Daily Mail in July. 
Tampering with the yachting tradition at Cowes the Japanese Admirals Cup team 
are affronting traditionalists by flying seven-foot black blue and pink fish 
shaped kites from their boats Togo Formidable and Flirt of Pagent •••••• 

Heard on the news. Childs kite caught in overhead power cables. This resulted 
in around 2000 people having their power cut off for two hours whilst the 
offending object was removed. Where? Yorkshire! 

You may have seen the advert on CH4 for a record collection which features 5 
Trlby kites; a man and a girl on a bike. The advert is i.maculately filmed 
the kites are stunning as they zoom around the girl but the most amazing thing 
is the man who is supposed to be flying has only one control handle; the line 
looks to be about 20kg and the pull appears equal to that of a Kiskadee. 
We must recruit him and find out how he does it. 

New Kites from Dan Delta. 80inch Delta £13.50; a perforated hexagon £15.75; 
9 - 10 foot deltas £38 - 40 and from Bev Leigh Saall squares £8.25. 
Prices are quoted by Malvern Kites and all kites are available from th~. 

For those people who are intersted in continuing with mini hot air balloons 
the following will be of interest. 
Charles Saffery along with his colleague Nigel Hine Ponsford have had a book 
published called Mini Ballooning. Published by Line One Publications and 
costing £3.95 the book contains an interesting history; details of hDM to make 
your own balloon together with chapters on further developement etc <Including 
Airships;The Law and Memorable flights>.Appendices contains useful addresses 
of makers and the register of mini balloons in this country. 
Anyone interested in a copy can get signed copies from Malvern Kites (whilst 
stock 1 asts) • 

The Kite Society hits the big time. In a recent TV prograame Freetime there 
was a short spot on kiteflying with Paul Chapman and his sons flying kites. 
At the end of the spot our address was given and as a result we had 257 
enquiries about kites. Good for kites;the Post Office but not our Bank A/C. 

Patrick ODriscoll as well as making his Solent and Shooter reels has now with 
his daughter in law Barbara created Solent Kites.They are hoping to 
specialise in applique kites. 

Spotted on our travels a rather nice free hanging stained glass kite.It was 
a traditional Malay type kite about 9 inches high including the short tail. 
Also spotted a three dimensional satin mobile of kites and clouds but for the 
ultimate in one upmanship a signed original sculpture in marble and bronze of 
a boy flying a kite. Yours for only £80.00. 

We have been told that the new Flexifoil Windbag is selling like hotcakes. 
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================ 
The following article about the Huckleberrys Kite Festival at Parliament Hi 11 
appeared in Marketing Weekly July 1st 1983. 
Some of you may have seen media reports on the worlds largest kite which made 
several flights over Parliament Hill Fields last weekend. 

It is 550 square metres and takes 50 people to launch it said the enthus 
iastic Dutchman responsible for the vast tumescent duvet cover-cum-vacuum 
cleaner bag swelling mischeviously at the bottom of the hill. 

What you may not have heard about is the worlds smallest kite which also made 
a discreet appearance at the event; the Huckleberry Kite Festival. "I am 
fairly sure it is the worlds smallest" said John Clarke owner and maker of the 
half-square-centimetre miniature. 

Clarke flew several of his tiny kites at the event but as few of them were 
larger than a matchbox they failed to attract much attention. Indeed Clar ke 
flew one - made from a five centimetr honesty leaf - in front of a selfabsorbed 
gentlemans nose for a full minute before his eyes focused on the miniscule 
manoeuverings of the insect-like object before him. 

Admittedly the antics of the 50 people tackling the Dutch monster below were 
more enthralling - it being apparent that at any moment several of them were 
likely to be lifted into the air to the strains of the Chariots of Fire music 
blaring over the PA. It seemed little consolation to the strident and nearl y 
flying Dutchman that the worlds largest kite was secured to a WWII jeep with a 
ton of bricks in it. "Everybody let go of the kite now~" he screamed while a 
lady from Communications Strategy the PR or ganising the show chirped her own 
lament - "Oh my god Charles. There is a dog loose on the field~" 

Charles saved the errant poach from God knows what Dutch kite horrors and it 
was later filmed salivating merrily and chained to a wheel chair by some des
perate med i a crew. 

Meanwhile in another part of the field a man said to be a renowned Buddist 
kite flyer from Singapore was attempting to launch a giant centipede or the 
rough equilavent in kite-flying circles. 



GENERAL INTEREST 
================ 
David Webster has sent us the following news about the Wessex Kite Group. 
I have been appointed General Secretary of the Wessex Kite Group due to the 
fact that Patrick has resigned.Our members come from a wide area of Wessex. 
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We hope to have a monthly fly-in starting from October. <See the events list 
for dates of fly-ins and Davids address. 

managed to hold the beer 
Our financial year starts on August 1st and the subs are now £5.00 C£2.00 for 
under 16s) . This covers the newsletter;details of kite meetings;discount at 
Greens and our insurance scheme.Recent meetings have included old favourites 
like our Lyme Park event as well as a new venture at Otterspool.This was our 
beer lifting contest sponsored by Higsons Brewery.We had a hot morning in the 
marquee making 100+ sled kites for the kiddies to rush about with outside
there was not much wind~ As the tide turned though the wind picked up and we 
managed to hold the beer lifting.Resul ts were 1) Dave Green' <7 gallons 
Stratoscoop 6>;2> Midland Kitefliers <1.75 gallons Stratoscoop 3>;3> Bob Ayton 
(1.25 gallons Cody). 

Prizes were distributed and some consumed on the spot~ We hope to repeat the 
event next year; all competitors welcome so start saving up for your large 
Stratoscoop now~ 

For the best range of Kites & Balloons 
... visit us at 613 Garratt Lane, Wandsworth, SW18 anytime 

between 09.00 and 6.00 Monday to Saturday. 
See our range of Vertical Visuals craftsman kites plus a wide 

variety of other makes and types, plus a selection of plain and 
printed balloons for all occasions. 

~q.Vlte~6 ~ 
~1 ~ ~~ 

oo.pco~~ 

613 Garratt Lane, Wandsworth, London SW18 4SU. 
Telephone: 01-946 5962 
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============== 
No one has yet produced a reel that will haul down a hard pulling kite. This 
is solely due to the purchase or- leverage you have on the handl~; for ex.u.ple 
a 6.5inch reel has only a purchase of 2.75inch; a 9inch reel only 3.75inch of 
purchase. To wind in a hard pulling kite you would require a purchase of at 
least 10inch. This would make launching a kite very awkward with 20inch 
spinning around . 

There is a simple method of retrieving that large or hard pulling kite. Make 
an easy to assemble black and tackle with a ratio of four to one. You require 
eight ply discs .375 by 3.5inch;four .375 by 1.25inch;eight large washers;two 
iron bars 6 by .375 by linch and two .3125inch bolts. 

Glue and pin two 3.5inch and 1.25inch discs together making a deep throated 
pulley.Gi ve these at least three coats of polyurethane this makes the surfaces 
hard.You must have a very deep throat to the pulley as you have no line 
guard. The 6inch bar at each end drill .3125 hole. Having assembled your 
pulleys with the washers in place be sure to burr over the end of the bolts to 
stop the nuts working off. 

You now require two 24+inch iron stakes;drive into the ground up to 18inches 
about 10foot apart at opposite angles of 30 to 45 degrees and two lengths of 
500lb braided nylon using the second .3125inch hole secure tight but hanging 
loose your two sets of pulleys.Thread on the line as shown.Holding the reel in 
both hands walk backwards to up to 50foot . The n winding the line on wal k to the 
pulleys and repeat. A very simple an d ve r y ea sy way to retrieve a ki t e which 
loves to fly hard. 

AT LEAST 
2 FOOT LONG 

TO KITE 

DO NOT ALLOW THE LINES TO TOUCH HERE. 

'"' 
TO REEL 

500lb NYLON 

THE BLOCKS MUST BE CLEAR OF THE GROUND 
AND HANGING FREE. 30 TO 45 DEGREES 

PAT O""DRISCOLL 
============== 
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----------------------------
We have recently received the following items from Singapore 

The third Singapore International Kite Festival will be held on 21-22 Jan 84. 
The festival will comprise a kite competition for local residents and an 
entertainment programme whereby international kite fliers from soae 15 
countries would be invited to demonstrate and display their unique kites. 

The Singapore International Kite Festival is becoming an increasingly popular 
event. It attracts a large number of kite fliers from both western and eastern 
cultures. Among the most popular ethnic kites are the wau bulan <moon kites> 
and 100 metres long centipedes and dragons. 

The following was sent to us by Shakib Gunn .of the Singapore Kite Association. 
When Tan Siak Yam died on August 21 1983 Singapore lost its oldest kite craft
sman and keenest flier. He never stopped building kites and flew the. four 
times a week. 

He was 68 years old when he went. His fingers were cramped by arthritis his 
hands calloused from whitling away at bamboo his sight was failing so he said. 
At 1000 aetres;quite an illegal height; he would stop looking up and let out 
more line.He was a real high flier. 

No kite field was complete without him.You saw him in baggy shorts a batik 
shirt and a floppy straw hat shading his scrawny sunburnt face. Somewhere 
slowly padding behind was his kite companion a lady of 55 years appointed by 
his children to look after him. He was frequently admitted to hospital but he 
kept on. 
The loyal companions job was to launch and recover the kites and to serve rice 
under the tree. A person of considerable character and few words she always 
wore a baseball cap and chomped on a small black cheroot. 

At the funeral wake she said she would never want to fly again.The next day 
many of Siak Yams kites were burnt together with a paper house and paper money 
to accompany him. 

By glancing at your kite Siak Yam would tell you if it was going to fly. If he 
decreed it would not fly and it did he would stubbornly ignore it or say That 
is not flying. When it came to his own they all flew perfectly;airbound; as 
he said; A kite that cannot be airbound is not a kite~. Sometimes we were 
critical when his unusual fan and umbrella kites wobbled. He assured us they 
were only prototypes. Any of Tan Siak Yams kites that did not perform well 
were classified as prototypes. We loved him for this. 

If you came to the field with a new kite Siak Yam would point a challenging 
finger;! can build that~. Within a day or so without plans or photographs he 
would have a bamboo and paper replica flying.He did this with catamarans;bi
planes;tetras;rollers;ren dako;anything.he was truly versatile and had skill. 



HERE AND THERE 
============== 
His specialities were ornate birds;butterflies;fruit and fish and Malay wau 
bulan. He claimed it took him only two hours to make a kite. Sometimes after 
studying the detailing we believed him.But they all flew. There has surely 
never been anywhere a man who made and flew so many kites. 
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He told me that during the Japanese occupation he stumbled upon a Nissen hut 
crammed with metal canisters.He stole two and showed me the contents 39 years 
later; 'they were Gibson Girls in perfect condition~ He talked about China;of 
great kites and great winds;of his house there he would never see. 

One month before his death we happened to be talk about immortality. Siak Yam 
said; when you are dead you are dead finished; I cannot believe that; every 
time I look up at a kite or feel the wind rustling the leaves of our tree I 
sense his spirit is close. 

We received the followng from Steve Goading Secretary of the B.K.A. 
As a result of last Thursday AGM of the B.K.A. I have been asked to write to 
you in my official capacity as a number of proposals were put forward which 
directly involve the Kite Society. 

As you have probably noticed the Association is currently suffering an acute 
attack of apathy and this;coupled with the fact that the present committee 
feel that they have now served long enough and are beginning to go stale; has 
lead to the conclusion that radical changes are needed in the make up of B.K.A. 

Attendance at the AGM was;as usual; poor and thus no nominations were forth
coming for the committee. Because of this it was felt that the BKA should 
switch to a low-key operation with the following proposals being made. 
1) Since the Association still has a healthy bank balance; and also enjoys a 
fairly good reputation; it should not be completely wound up. However;its 
activities will be limited to the June festival and the monthly fly-ins; which 
~equire minimal organisation. The Easter festival will be discontinued unless 
as was once discussed the Kite Society wish to take it over;in which case the 
B.K.A. will give every possible assistance. 

2> To maintain a meaningful membership list the membership fee of £1.00 will 
be retained but will be refunded in full as a voucher. If you are agreeable it 
i s proposed that this be accepted in part payment for a K.S. subscription the 
1oucher being redeemed in full by the B.K.A. 
This will maintain the BKA membership and possible increase Kite Society subs 
at no extra cost to either body.In order to handle the administration of this 
I have been retained as nominal secretary and to conform with the constitution 
all other committee members are re-elected but with reduced reponsibilities. 
3 ) The liason with Greenwich Council will be retained but at a reduced level. 
Again if you are agreeable it is proposed to publish any ~otices e.g. AGM 
notification in K.O.N. 

ruR ANSWER: We are quite willing to take over the Easter Festival organisation 
fer ne>:t year.We will accept the voucher in part payment for a Kite Society 
subscription and any :-totices required can be published in th magazine. 



----------------------
. 9TH OCTOBER 

16TH OCTOBER 
16TH OCTOBER 
30TH OCTOBER 
13TH NOVEMBER 
20TH NOVEMBER 
27TH NOVEMBER 
11TH DECEMBER 
18TH DECEMBER 
8TH JANUARY 
21ST JANUARY 
22ND JANUARY 
29TH JANUARY 
12TH FEBRUARY 
26TH FEBRUARY 
11TH MARCH 
25TH MARCH 
8TH APRIL 
22ND APRIL 
23RD APRIL 
6TH MAY 
13TH MAY 
15TH JUNE 
16TH JUNE 
17TH JUNE 
24TH JUNE 
7TH OCTOBER 

*** 

BLACKHEATH FLY-IN.BLACKHEATH.LONDON.FLY-IN. B.K.A. 
HARROGATE. FLY-IN. N.K.G. 
ERNULF SCHOOL.ST.NEOTS.CAMBS. FLY-IN. G.O.K.F. 
LORDSHILL SPORTS CENTRE.SOUTHAMPTON. FLY-IN. W.K.G. 
BLACKHEATH FLY-IN.BLACKHEATH.LONDON. FLY-IN. B.K.A. 
OTTERSPOOL PROMENADE.LIVERPOOL. FLY-IN. N.K.G. 
LORDSHILL SPORTS CENTRE.SOUTHAMPTON. FLY-IN. W.K.G. 
BLACKHEATH FLY-IN.BLACKHEATH.LONDON. FLY-IN. B.K.A. 
LORDSHILL SPORTS CENTRE.SOUTHAMPTON. FLY-IN. W.K.G. 

BLACKHEATH FLY-IN. BLACKHEATH.LONDON. FLY-IN. B.K.A. 
SINGAPORE INTERNATIONAL KITE FESTIVAL. FESTIVAL. S.K.A. ttl 
SINGAPORE INTERNATIONAL KITE FESTIVAL. FESTIVAL. S.K.A. *** 
LORDSHILL SPORTS CENTRE.SOUTHAMPTON. FLY-IN. W.K.G. 
BLACKHEATH FLY-IN. BLACKHEATH.LONDON. FLY-IN. B.K.A. 
LORDSHILL SPORTS CENTRE.SOUTHAMPTON. FLY-IN. W.K.G. 
BLACKHEATH FLY-IN. BLACKHEATH.LONDON. FLY-IN. B.K.A 
LORDSHILL SPORTS CENTRE.SOUTHAMPTON. FLY-IN. W.K.G. 

BLACKHEATH FLY-IN.BLCKHEATH.LONDON. FLY-IN. B.K.A. 
EASTER EXTRAVAGANZA.BLACKI£ATH.LONDON. K.S. Ut 
EASTER EXTRAVAGANZA.BLACKHEATH.LONDON. K.S. *** 

OLD WARDEN.BEDFORDSHIRE.FESTIVAL. B.K.F.A. *** 
BLACKHEATH FLY-IN.BLACKHEATH.LONDON. FLY-IN. B.K.A. 
SCHEVENINGEN INTERNATIONAL KITE FESTIVAL.HOLLAND. FESTIVAL. 
SCHEVENINGEN INTERNATIONAL KITE FESTIVAL.HOLLAND. FESTIVAL. 
SCHEVENINGEN INTERNATIONAL KITE FESTIVAL.HOLLAND. FESTIVAL. 
BLACKHEATH SUMMER FESTVAL.LONDON. FESTIVAL. B.K.A. *** 

OLD WARDEN 

DONATES MAJOR FESTIVAL. 
B.K.A. BLACKHEATH KITE ASSOCIATION.29 WELLINGTON STREET.LONDON.SE18. 
W.K.G. WESSEX KITE GROUP.16 BRACKLEY WAY.HAMMONDS GREEN.TOTTON.HANTS. 
N.K.G. NORTHERN KITE GROUP.50 PARK LANE.CONGLETON.CHESHIRE.CW12 3DD. 

*** 
*** *** 

B.K.F.A. BRITISH KITE FLIERS ASSOCIATION.WOLSEY ROAD.HEMEL HEMPSTEAD.HERTS. 
S.K.A. SINGAPORE KITE ASSOCIATON.HAGLEY AND HOYLE PRIVATE LTD.L.K.N.BUILDING. 
135 CEC I L STREET. SI t4GAPORE 0106. REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE. 
K.S. THE KITE SOCIETY.31 GRANGE ROAD.ILFORD.ESSEX.IGl lEU. 
G.O.K.F. GREAT OUSE KITE FLIERS.7 SAXON CLOSE GODMANCHESTER.HUNTINGDON.CAMBS. 

RIPSTOP NYLON ....... SILVER/WHITE AS IN LAST ADVERT £1.50 SQ YD WHEN 36 INCHES 
WIDE. REDUCING IN PRICE AFTER 28 TO 26 INCHES AT £1.20 SQ YD IN 2 INCH AND lOp 
JUMPS UNTIL 10 BY 8 INCHES WIDE AT 30p SQ YD. 
WHITE BONDED TO TRANSPARENT MELINEX 36 INCHES WIDE ONLY £1.00 SQ YD. 
DARK GREEN AND DARK BROWN NEW BOTH 36 INCHES WIDE 95p SQ YD. 
USED RED (POROUS> ALMOST ANY SIZE SAY WHAT YOU WANT 50p SQ YD. 
USED RED <NON POROUS> ANY SIZE SAY WHAT YOU WANT 65p SQ YD. 
USED BLACK <NON POROUS> ANY SIZE SAY WHAT YOU WANT 50p SQ YD. 
HIGH DENSITY POLYTHENE. <20 MICRONS IS VERY LIGHT 60 IS QUITE HEAVY>. 
YELLOW 20 MICRONS 36 INCH LAY FLAT TUBE AT 25p SQ YD. 
BLACK 20 MICRONS 28 INCH LAY FLAT TUBE AT 25p SQ YD. 
WHITE 20 MICRONS 52 INCH LAY FLAT TUBE AT 25p SQ YD. 
GREEN 20 MICRONS 20 INCH NOT TUBE AT 25p SQ YD. 
YELLOW 40 MICRONS 17 INCH LAY FLAT TUBE AT 35p SQ YD. 
RED 60 MICRONS 34 INCH LAY FLAT TUBE AT 45p SQ YD. 
lOW DENSITY POLYTHENE <RATHER TRANSLUCENT ALL ABOUT 30 MICRONS> RED OR BLUE 96 
INCH WIDE.ORANGE 46 INCH WIDE. WHITE 24 INCH WIDE ALL AT 25p SQ YD. 
BALLOONS GALORE.SEND SAE TO SAFFERY MODEL BALLOONS 1 LANSDOWN TERRACE LANSDOWN 
ROAD BATH BA1 5EF TEL <0225> 311165. 



An Alphabetical Guide to Kites & Kite Flying 
A Alpha star, Ace, Alloy tube, Aerobatic kites & Accessories. 

B Bat, Barndoor, Bonanza, Buzzard, an abundance of Box kites, Books, 
Boomerangs & Badges. 

C Cody Compound, Cody war kite, Conyne, Comet, Colarado roller, 
Cruiser roller, California dragon, Captain nemos & Centipedes. 

D Diamonds, Deltas & Dragons by the Dozen, Diamond roller, Douglas m2, 
Deep sky reels & D rings. 

E Eddy bow, Eagle, Eyelets & Eyelet pliers. 

F Flexifoil, French signal, Flare, Flutter, Facet, Four dekker, Fokker 
triplane, F3F-2, Fibreglass & Flying discs . 

G Griffon stunter, Gunther kites - a new range at The Kite Store! 

H Heart, Happy wings box, Hexagon, Hot air balloon & Handles. 

I Indian spools & Insects from China. 

J Jib rigged box, large & small. 

K - Kite a maran, Kiskeedee, Kitelines, K.o.n. 
Kite Store Ltd., 69 neal St., London. WC2H 9PJ. Tel 01-8361666. 

L Lamson, Larus star, Levitor & square Levitor. 

M Malay, Multiflare, Mini box, Mini dragon, Mylar & Magazines. 

N Neon star, Nylon line. 

0 Octar the invincible Octopus, Open keel delta, Octagon & 0 rings. 

P Peter Powell stunter, Polycell, Phoenix variant, Parafoil, Photon, Prof 
waldof boxes, Patterned deltas & Paper kites. 

Q - Quite the best selection of kites available at The Kite Store! 

R - Ripstop nylon, Ramfoil, Reams of Rollers, Ramin dowel & Reels. 

S - Strata box, Seagull, Sode, Suruga, Scirroco roller, Shooting Star, Sky 
pup, Spectra dragon, Sopwith camel & trainer, Spirit of St. Louis, Silk 
kites & Swivels. 
Send S.a.e. for our latest price list. 

T - Tiger box, Thai jewel, Triplane roller, Tim bird & Tails. 

U Ufo hot air balloon. 

V - Vampyre & some Very large kites! 

W Windspeed meter, Wright flyer, Wycombe delta & Windsocks. 

X heXagon, heXagon boX & heXagon diamond. 

Y Yakko, Yacht delta, YoYo bobbin. 

Z Zether ferrari ramfoil. 
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